| Genus | Cultivar     | Sun or Shade? | Ground or Container | Eval #1 | Eval #2 | Eval #3 | Eval #4 | Eval #5 | Eval #6 | Eval #7 | Eval #8 | 10-4-17 | Average | Notes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |
|-------|--------------|---------------|---------------------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|--------|---------|---------|-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Lavender | Big Time Blue | Sun          | Ground              | 5      | 5      | 4      | 4      | 4      | 4      | m      | m      |        | 4.33    |         | 6-28: Full bloom. Deepest blue color of all varieties. Medium length flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Done blooming 8-9: 18+16+15+16/4= 16.25" average height at bloom. Done blooming. 8-24: Bloom completely done 9-6: 9-20: Very white-silver foliage, just a few blooms 10-4: |
| Lavender | Folgate      | Sun          | Ground              | 5      | 5      | 4      | 4      | 4      | 4      | m      | m      |        | 4.33    |         | 6-28: Full bloom, large fluffy flowers. Medium/Long flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Done blooming 8-9: 20+17+19+19/4= 18.75" average height at bloom. Done blooming. 8-24: Bloom completely done 9-6: 9-20: Just a few stray reblooms, mounds very compact 10-4: |
| Lavender | Gros Bleu    | Sun          | Ground              | 4      | 4      | 4      | 5      | 4      | 4      | 4      | m      | m      | 4.14    |         | 6-28: Just barely starting to bloom. Very very long flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Only one still blooming well 8-9: 24+26+23+26/4=24.75" average height at bloom. Bloom about to end 8-24: Bloom completely done 9-6: 9-20: Good re-bloom, but new blooms are mixed with spent blooms 10-4: |
| Lavender | Mailette     | Sun          | Ground              | 5      | 5      | 4      | 4      | 4      | 4      | m      | m      |        | 4.33    |         | 6-28: Full bloom, medium length flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Done blooming 8-9: 16+16+14+15/4=15.25" average height at bloom. Done blooming. 8-24: Bloom completely done 9-6: 9-20: A few random new blooms, but pretty much done for the season 10-4: |
| Lavender | Munstead     | Sun          | Ground              | 4      | 4      | 4      | 4      | 4      | 5      | m      | m      |        | 4.14    |         | 6-28: Full bloom. Paler/washed out blue color compared to others. Medium length flower stalks. 7-12: 7-26: Done 8-9: 16+17+17+18/4= 17.5" average height at bloom. Done but some new buds popping up. 8-24: Bloom completely done 9-6: 9-20: Nice sized plants at the end of year 2, quite a few blooms right now 10-4: |
| Lavender | Violet Intrigue | Sun   | Ground              | 3      | 3      | 3      | 3      | 3      | 3      | m      | m      |        | 3.00    |         | 6-28: Blooming, but not as floriferous as others. Small plants. Duller purple color. Short flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Done 8-9: 13+18+16+16/4= 15.75" average height at bloom. 4 plants still very small 8-24: Some re-bloom. Blooming plants look great, but some plants still very small and weak looking 9-6: 9-20: Nice re-bloom on the larger plants, but not on smaller plants, very tidy looking 10-4: |
| Lavender | White Spike  | Sun          | Ground              | 4      | 4      | 4      | 5      | 5      | 4      | 4      | m      |        | 4.29    |         | 6-28: Not blooming yet, but fairly long flower stalks 7-12: 7-26: Done blooming 8-9: 20+23+24+23/4=22.5" average height at bloom. Bloom about to end 8-24: Bloom completely done, but flower spikes still attractive 9-6: 9-20: Very tall, not as good a silver color as others. A few new blooms. Quite sizeable plants at the end of year 2 10-4: |